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ABSTRACT

The rise of low-cost Internet of Things (IoT) sensing and communi-

cation capabilities has given rise to a range of new smart services

that rely on heterogeneous data from devices embedded in our

everyday lives. The provision of such IoT services relies on envi-

ronmental or user data from other data controllers (e.g. network

provider, water agency, buildingmanagement). Recent privacy regu-

lations such as the European General Data Protection Requirement

(GDPR) and California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) have made it

mandatory for data controllers to perform enhanced processing of

the shared data with appropriate privacy-preserving mechanisms

before release to service providers. To facilitate this, we propose PE-

IoT, a system for orchestrating privacy-enhanced data flows that (a)

provides users (data subjects) with capabilities to opt-in/opt-out in

the data that is shared with the service providers and (b) enable data

controllers to invoke a range of Privacy Enhancing Technologies

(PETs) such as anonymization, randomization, and perturbation to

transform data streams into their privacy preserving counterparts.

PE-IoT is based on a new model for privacy compliant data sharing

and we describe the design and architecture of the PE-IoT system

based on this model.

CCS CONCEPTS

· Security and privacy→ Information accountability and us-

age control; Data anonymization and sanitization; Privacy

protections.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The phenomenal growth of the Internet of Things (IoT) ecosystem

with a multitude of embedded devices and high speed network

connectivities has resulted in the ability to pervasively monitor

physical spaces and environments. Today, service providers leverage

heterogeneous real-time sensor data collected from IoT deploy-

ments to provide a broad range of IoT services to improve opera-

tional efficiency, occupant comfort and safety e,g. class attendance

in schools[10], occupancy analysis [11] for HVAC control and fire

safety. Typically, data controllers - who own the space and devices

produce and collect sensor data that is shared with multiple service

providers who build services utilizing the data. Data streams flow

into a data ingest platform from where it is distributed to service

providers; additionally, the data may be persisted in a database

management system (DBMS) for post facto storage/querying. Ser-

vice Level Agreements (SLAs) between data controllers and service

providers dictate specifics of when, how much and at what quality

data is shared. An often ignored party in this data flow are data

subjects, i.e. individuals who are present in the IoT space and whose

data are captured by the sensors.

The personal nature of information that can be captured in in-

strumented physical spaces poses significant privacy risks for data

subjects [12, 14]. The introduction of stringent privacy laws (e.g

General Data Protection Act (May 2018) and California Consumer

Privacy Act (Jan 2020)) has stimulated the a need for a redesign of

data processing systems that are compliant with these regulations.

Regulatory compliance is challenging since it involves additional

processing overheads. Moreover, implementing the required func-

tionality is often in conflict with the design and operation of modern

systems where persistence of data is inherent (e.g. storing data for-

ever, reusing data indiscriminately, etc.)[17]. The following articles

from the GDPR[18] specification require enhancements to current

systems to articulate collection purpose, maintain audit logs and

support erasure and form the design requirements to make today’s

systems run by data controllers regulation compliant:

• RQ.1) User datamust be only collected and processed for specific

purposes (Article 5)

• RQ.2) Users (Data subjects) should explicitly allow sharing of

their data with other service providers (Article 14)

• RQ.3) Best effort should be made for implementing appropriate

data security (Article 32)

• RQ.4) Audit logs of all operations must be stored to demonstrate

compliance (Article 30)

• RQ.5) Data collected must be not stored indefinitely (Article 5)

https://doi.org/10.1145/3419016.3431484
https://doi.org/10.1145/3419016.3431484
https://doi.org/10.1145/3419016.3431484
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Figure 1: High level view of components and flow of sharing

IoT sensor data with the proposed system PE-IoT

Our own experienceswith enabling privacy-preserving dataflows

for real-world IoT services are derived from the TIPPERS [3] and

deployment at UC Irvine. Through a close collaboration with the

UCI Office of Information Technology (OIT), WiFi association data

on campus was used to develop services such as occupancy mon-

itoring and COVID-19 exposure tracing in campus buildings. In

this setting, WiFi association data from individual devices (data

subjects) captured by OIT (data controller) are shared with the TIP-

PERS platform (service provider), subject to appropriate privacy

enhancing procedures. This required design of a new data model

and a privacy-compliant sensor data sharing system - we refer to

this platform as PE-IoT (Privacy Enhanced-Internet of Things).

PE-IoT is designed as a middleware that intercepts informa-

tion flow in existing IoT data processing systems to add privacy-

compliance (See Figure 1 during data ingest and sharing). Specifi-

cally, PE-IoT gets raw sensor data streams from an ingestion and

sharing system and produces corresponding privacy-enhanced data

streams by enforcing data subject policies and applying suitable

Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PETs). We introduce the concept

of a Data product, an abstraction shared by various actors involved

in the PE-IoT dataflow. Operationally, PE-IoT is deployed by the

data controller that takes in incoming raw sensor data-streams

and transforms them into (privacy-enhanced) data products by

enforcing organizational and individual policies that implement

privacy regulations. The data products, thus generated, are shared

with service providers based on their needs through Access Control.

PE-IoT is also capable of storing the sensor stream data from the

data controller using a Storage Manager. This stored data can be

accessed by service providers through PE-IoT which then generates

Data Products based on the past data. PE-IoT also provides timely

deletion, logging based auditing, and encryption at rest to meet

other GDPR design requirements outlined earlier. In the remainder

of this paper, we introduce the data model behind PE-IoT, design

and architecture of the system based on this model, and discuss

research and implementation challenges.

2 PE-IOT DATA MODEL

PE-IoT receives sensor data streams from multiple sensors where

each tuple of a sensor stream is associated with a data subject if it

captures personal information. For example, for Wi-Fi AP associa-

tion data, the owner of the device that connects to the infrastructure

is the data subject1. In this section, we introduce the PE-IoT data

1In out current design, we assume each data is associated with one data subject at most
for simplicity. Please refer to Section 4 for further discussion on handling multiple
data subjects in a data tuple.
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Figure 2: Retroactive Policy Semantics

model that captures the design principles derived through privacy

laws. This model is also developed to minimize the overhead for

data subjects and controllers in order to fulfill their rights and

responsibilities.

We propose Data Product as an abstraction for privacy enhanced

data that data controllers can share with service providers. Data

products are created using incoming sensor streams are the unit

used by data controllers to share data with service providers. More

formally, a data product is defined as: 𝜃=(𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟, 𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑦, 𝑃𝐸𝑇 ) where

Filter is a set of selection conditions on sensor data that produce a

subset of the sensor data that constitutes a data product. For exam-

ple, for a WiFi association data set, a possible filter might be based

on a particular building. Policy in a data product consists of two

components: a data controller’s sharing policies that specify condi-

tions under which a service provider can access the data product,

and the data subject’s choices that determine the inclusion of a data

subject’s data in a data product. PET defines the information about

the Privacy Enhancing Technology (PET) that a data controller uses

when sharing the data product with service providers. We further

elaborate on these concepts below.

2.1 Data Controller Policy and Data Subject
Choices

Policy captures the purposes for which the data product is shared

by the data controller and provides a mechanism for data subjects

to opt-in/opt-out of the data product. This satisfies the regulation

requirement that user data is only collected and processed for spe-

cific purposes (RQ.1) and sharing of data is explicitly allowed by the

users (RQ.2). The data controller policy for sharing a data product

(𝜃 𝑗 ) is specified as 𝐷𝐶𝑃𝑖 = <𝜃 𝑗 , 𝑝𝑎1 ...𝑝𝑎𝑛>. Each policy attribute

𝑝𝑎𝑖 consists of a set of tags and represents the metadata associ-

ated with a data product. Examples of policy attributes are purpose

and the category of service providers who can gain access to the

data product. A possible set of policy attributes for a data con-

troller policy on a data product (𝜃1) may be 𝑝𝑎1, 𝑝𝑎2 where 𝑝𝑎1
= ["COVID-19-tracking", "UCI-health"] indicating that the health

officials at UCI can access the data for tracking COVID-19, and

𝑝𝑎2 = ["Occupancy", "UCI-facilities"] indicating that 𝜃1 is accessi-

ble to facility entities from UCI campus for determining building

occupancy. 2. Each service provider is associated with the set of at-

tributes that characterize the service provider 3. A service provider

advertises itself using its set of attributes when requesting access to

a data product. This set of attributes is matched against the policy

attributes associated with data product (through data controller

2The implementation of this policy model will be based on a simplified subset of the
model presented in our own work [15]
3Validation of service provider attributes is done by a trusted third party.
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policy) to determine if that data product can be shared with the

service provider.

A data subject can choose to opt-in or opt-out of the participa-

tion in a specific data product. A data subject choice is modelled

as < 𝐷𝑆 , 𝐷𝐶𝑃 , 𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒 , 𝑇𝑆 , 𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒_𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒 > where 𝐷𝐶𝑃 is the data

controller policy data subject 𝐷𝑆 is opting in or opting out (𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒)

at timestamp 𝑇𝑆 . The 𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒_𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒 is used to denote whether the

action (of opting-in/out) applies to data subject’s future data or past

data). The choice_tense is used by a data subject to retroactively

to opt-in/opt-out from inclusion of their data in a data product. In

Figure 2 we illustrate how this retroactive policy semantics works.

Bill has opted in for the data product sharing policy 𝑃1 at timestamp

𝑡1 with choice_tense as 𝑓 𝑢𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 after which his data is allowed to

be included in the data product corresponding to 𝑃1. Later on, at

𝑡2 Bill opt-outs with choice_tense as past and therefore his data is

denied from historical queries to that data product. At 𝑡3, when Bill

opts-out with choice_tense as future, his data is denied from the

data product but his past data between 𝑡3 and 𝑡4 is allowed to be

included in that data product. Finally, at 𝑡4 when he opt-outs with

choice_tense as future, his data is denied from being included in

the data product again.

If the data subject choice for a data product is opt-in, then the

user is opting in to sharing their data with any service provider

that satisfies one of the policy attributes in the data controller’s

policy. Likewise, if it is opt-out, then they are opting out of sharing

with any service providers who have access to that data product.

Each data product is associated with the default choice (opt-in or

opt-out) and choice_tense (future or past) for data subjects which

are set by the data controller. The data controller policies and data

subject choices are stored in the database.

2.2 Privacy Enhancing Technologies

Due to the recently adopted privacy regulation laws, there has

been a significant interest in developing technologies that ensure

individual person’s privacy. In the literature, a diverse range of

Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PETs) have been proposed that

allow sharing the data in a privacy preserving manner. These PETs

use different techniques e.g. removing personally identifiable infor-

mation, introducing noise, encryption etc. to prevent the leakage

of sensitive information about an individual. The PETs differ in

terms of the provided privacy guarantees, underlying assumptions

about the adversary and release of aggregate vs individual level

data. The adaptation of a specific PET depends on the context of the

application. For example, differential privacy [6] has emerged as the

leading technique for aggregate data analysis with formal privacy

guarantees. Differential privacy gives a mathematically rigorous

worst-case bound on the maximum amount of information that can

be learned about an individual’s data from the output of a compu-

tation. It assumes a very strong attacker that know about all but

one record in the data. The privacy parameter 𝜖 is used to control

the privacy level where lower 𝜖 means higher privacy. Another

example of a PET is randomization of personalized identifiers over

time for release of individual level data. Randomization although

does not provide a formal guarantee, it is practical and simplistic

and has been used to offer sufficient privacy e.g. COVID-19 Alert

app for contact tracing by Apple and Google[2]. There are several

such PETs specifically designed for streaming data [4, 5, 8, 13, 16].

In the context of PE-IoT, data owner may want to leverage these

technologies to share privacy preserving data instead of sharing

raw sensitive data with the service providers. Due to the diverse

range of existing PETs and it being an emerging area of research, we

design PE-IoT to enable integration of various Privacy Enhancing

Technologies. We classify the PETs based on their properties that

can influence the system design to enable seamless integration of

PETs as follows:

• Stateful vs stateless: Stateful PETs maintain a "state" that is shared

between events and therefore past events can influence the way

current events are processed. An example of a stateful PET is Ran-

domization of personal identifiers in a sensor stream. The personal

identifiers of users are replaced with randomly generated identifiers

after every 𝑡 time unit. During each window of size 𝑡 , all the events

capturing a single user use the same randomly generated identifier

i.e. state. In a stateless PET, past events do not influence the current

events thus does not require maintenance of state.

• Blocking vs non-blocking: Blocking PETs typically require process-

ing the entire input before an output can be delivered. An example

of a blocking PET is Differentially Private Laplace Mechanism for

releasing aggregate statistics over time. A non-blocking PET does

not need to wait of all the tuple in a window to arrive before apply-

ing the PET. The tuples are processed as they come. An example of

a non-blocking PET is Randomization of personal identifiers in a

sensor stream.

• Negotiable vs Non-negotiable: A data product using PET which is

non-negotiable is made available to service providers with a fixed

privacy model. An example is a data product consisting of a deferen-

tially private sensor stream based on a fixed 𝜖 . Such data products

come with strong privacy guarantees but may not provide any

bound on utility of the data product to the end-application/service.

A different model is to support data products with negotiable PETs.

In such a case, the data product may come with strong privacy

properties, but the service provider is capable of negotiating with

the data owner about the level of noise/anonymization added to

the data product if the data product is unable to meet the utility

goals of the applications. Negotiable PETs, specially, in the context

of Differential Privacy, is new emerging concept - traditionally, Dif-

ferential Privacy has explored algorithms to optimize utility with

strict privacy constraints. Negotiable privacy offer more flexibility

by making utility more central to the way data products are pro-

duced for sharing. In particular, it shifts the privacy-utility trade-off

problem from optimizing utility given privacy constraint to that

of optimizing privacy (i.e., minimizing the privacy loss) given util-

ity constraint [7, 9]. In negotiable PET, the service provider can

request for data product with sliding scale privacy based on the

demonstration of need for accuracy. In the Section 3, we describe

how these classifications influence the system design.

Discussion: The above data model used by PE-IoT offers a trade-off

between fine grained control versus overhead of privacy interven-

tions. Each data product is created from a raw sensor stream by

executing the filter followed by evaluating the data subject choices,

and finally by implementing the PET on top of it. PET execution is

expensive and imposes overhead on data controllers and therefore

should be limited. By utilizing the data controller policies which
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Figure 3: The prototype PE-IoT system’s components

group together different service providers with tags, the data con-

troller has to only generate one data product for them (reducing

the overhead of PET execution). Additionally, the utilization of PE-

IoT model reduces the burden of frequent participation in privacy

intervention for data subjects. By opting out of a single data con-

troller policy, a data subject opts out of any of the service providers

that has access to this data product. Retroactive policy semantics

provides a flexible and powerful method for data subjects to con-

trol sharing of their future and historical data. They can opt-in for

sharing with their streaming data but have the freedom to opt-out

of sharing with their historical data with service providers later on.

For example, a student might be okay sharing their live location

data to be used with location based services when they are enrolled

at the university but they might choose to opt-out of any analysis

performed on their data after graduation.

3 SYSTEM DESIGN AND WORKFLOWS

We discuss a prototype system design of PE-IoT (See Figure 3) that

realizes the data model design presented. This prototype consists of

a Data Product manager which conducts the flow of intercepted sen-

sor stream through PE-IoT and coordinates with different resource

managers to produce the units of privacy-preserving data stream de-

fined by Data Products. The different aspects of PE-IoT data model

are implemented as independent resource managers which can be

executed separately. The rationale for such a system design are

two-fold: 1) decoupling functions allows each resource manager to

perform its tasks independently, 2) some of the resources (e.g., data

controller policy, PET) might be stored remotely and independent

resource managers allow us to move them closer to the resource.

Each resource manager also include interfaces to interact with the

Data Product Manager, and other resource managers. The different

components in PE-IoT system are

• Data Product Manager: provides the most essential function in

PE-IoT of instantiating data products to be shared with the Service

Providers in compliance with privacy requirements specified by the

data controller and data subjects.For each data product,it launches

a Data Product Worker Object for each defined data product. The

Data Product Workflow Object manages the data product creation

workflow with other resource managers (e.g., Policy Manager, PET

Manager) to create a data product. The primary function of the

Data Product Worker Object is to handle and monitor data flow, and

call resource managers to perform the functions. The Data Product

manager is also responsible for state management for data products

to handle failure and recovery.

• Data Subject Association Manager creates the association between

data records in the sensor stream and a data subject. The imple-

mentation of a Data Subject Association Manager depends on the

specific sensor stream it is handling and therefore there will be as

many of these managers as there are different sensor data types.

For example, in WiFi association data stream, the MAC address

captured is mapped to a corresponding data subject by looking up

the device registry.

• Policy Manager meets the design requirement of ensuring that

data sharing with service providers is explicitly allowed by users

(RQ.2). It handles creating, modifying, and updating of data con-

troller policies. It also stores the data subject choices associated

with data controller policies. After associating data subject with the

tuples, the Data Product Manager sends the the sensor stream to

the Policy Manager. The Policy Manager evaluates the data subject

choices for this stream and decides whether if a data subject’s data

can be included in a data product. Policy Manager also stores all

the policies and provide the interface for both data controller and

data subjects to create, read, update, and delete their policies.

• PET Manager enables incorporation of diverse set of Privacy En-

hancing technologies (PETs) to provide appropriate data security

(RQ.3). Each PET is a stand alone module that is incorporated in

the PET Manager. The PET Manager manages the data flow be-

tween a PET and PE-IoT. This modular approach not only enables

seamless integration of new PETs but also allows the integration of

remote/third party PETs into PE-IoT. The PET manager calls the

PET module with the appropriate privacy parameters defined in the

data product and gets privacy enhanced data in return. Another ma-

jor role of the PET Manager is to exploit the classification of PETs

i.e. stateful vs. stateless and blocking vs. non-blocking to efficiently

manage the data flow during the privacy preserving data genera-

tion. For Negotiable PETs, PET manager facilitates negotiation of

the privacy defined by privacy parameters.

• Log Manager maintains several types of logs generated by PE-

IoT for auditing purposes (RQ.4). First, the Log Manager logs the

enforcement process of data subject choice at the Data Product

Worker Object and the data product access record generated by

the data controller’s access control service to demonstrate where

the data subjects’ data is going and which service providers have

access to it. Also, the Log Manager logs all policy changes made at

the Policy Manager by the data controller. Furthermore, the PET

Manager uses the Log Manager to log the PET negotiation process

to show the proof and reasons for the privacy parameter changes. In

addition to store the logs, the Log Manager also provides interfaces

for the authorized data subject and regulator to query the relevant

logs for audition purposes.

• StorageManager is an optional component that receives and stores

all sensor data securely (RQ.3), handles historical queries, and sup-

ports data erasure based on data controller policies (RQ.5). Besides

continuously accessing real-time data, certain service providers

may also require sending a one-shot query to access historical data.

For example, a service provider who studies space usage of a build-

ing to improve space management based on WiFi association data

needs to query for historical data. A Storage Manager has a crypto-

graphic key management for ensuring data security, query handler

for answering historical queries, and a mechanism (e.g., Time-To-

Live) for implementing data erasure.

Workflows in PE-IoT: PE-IoT system includes resource managers

which should be coordinated using workflows to accomplish dif-

ferent goals for data controllers and service providers with data

subject choices enforced.
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• Data Product Creation Workflow: In this workflow (see Figure 5),

we outline the coordination of different components byData Product

Manager to create a data product. A Data Product Worker Object is

launched after a data product is defined and the raw sensor data is

dispatched to the Data Product Worker Object. The first step after

receiving raw sensor data is to the data product manager uses the

Filter to remove the data that is not included in the Data Product to

make sure the data is only processed for the given purpose (Data

Product). In the second step, the Data Product Worker Object calls

the Data Subject Association Manager to create the data subject

association by adding the metadata about the associated user to

each sensor data tuple. Then the Data Product Manager uses Policy

Manager to check data subject choices and enforces the choices by

removing the data that is associated with data subjects who want to

opt-out of the data product. After enforcing subject policies, the PET

manager facilitates the Data Product Manager to generate privacy

preserving data using the Privacy Enhancing Technology defined

in the data product. When storing sensor data is allowed by the

data controller’s retention policy and a Storage Manager is in place,

the Data Product Manager launches a Worker Object to store the

sensor data by coordinating with the Storage Manager.

•Service Provider Access Management Workflow: A service provider

can either subscribe to a current data product to PE-IoT or query

for a historical data product to the Storage Manager (data product

generated based on past data). In both cases, the access is allowed

or denied by the data controller’s access control service by coordi-

nating with the policy manager (as explained in Section 2.1). The

query for historical data product includes the time range of past

data in addition to the data product. If the request is allowed, the

Storage Manager sends the data that satisfies the requested time

range to PE-IoT. Upon receiving this data, PE-IoT performs the data

product creation workflow and sends the generated data product to

the Storage Manager which then forwards it to the service provider.

If a service provider has access to a negotiable data product, it

can request for negotiation of the privacy level. The negotiation

request is forwarded to the PET Manager and it decides whether to

accept this request based on PET parameters that are part of the

data product definition. The negotiation request contains appropri-

ate negotiation parameters related to utility or privacy depending

on the PET. This request is translated by the PET function into the

privacy level that fulfils the negotiation request. The data product

PET parameters contains minimum privacy level requirement de-

fined by the data controller and the negotiation request is denied if

the service provider requests for the data product with a privacy

level lower than the minimum privacy level.

4 CHALLENGES AND OPEN QUESTIONS

We outline some of the challenges related to the design and im-

plementation of PE-IoT in this section. Our policy model enables

data subjects to opt-in/opt-out of data sharing based on a simple

purpose-based access control. In future, we would like to extend

this policy model for streaming data by utilizing existing works

[15] which present a more complex policy model to allow the data

subjects to express their policy based on any of the data tuple at-

tributes and context variables such as time and space. Using a more

complex policy model in IoT world, with large number of sensors,

data subjects, and service providers, introduces scalability issues as

the number of policies can be large.

Additionally, implementing one-to-many mapping between data

record and data subjects (by extending Data Subject Association

Manager with existing works such as [19]) can introduce more

complexity in enforcing policies on data items, as nowmultiple data

subject policies might apply to a single a data item and the resulting

policy conflicts will need to be resolved. Scalable implementation

of diverse Privacy Enhancing Technologies for stream processing

(which requires batching, concurrency and parallelism) is another

challenge. PE-IoT should be implemented to exploit the properties

associated with a PET e.g. stateful vs. stateless, blocking vs non-

blocking to improve the latency at large scale. The negotiable data

products, although much needed, can bring further challenges e.g.

proof of negotiation need by the service provider and building

mechanisms for auditing and attestation of negotiation logs.

In this paper, we presented a design and architecture for deploy-

ing PE-IoT at organization level but scaling down it to a single

device or scaling it up to city or state level is an open question.

When deploying to a large-scale IoT system at the city or state

level, scalability issues arise for the current central control model

to handle large volumes of data and transmission delay. Different

infrastructure to instrument privacy control could be explored, e.g.,

edge/fog computing[1]. Similarly, adapting PE-IoT to execute in

a resource-limited scenario such as home or a single device such

as smartphone which has limited computation power and smaller

battery makes executing expensive PETs challenging.
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